Interchain hydrophobic clustering promotes rigidity in HIV-1 protease flap dynamics: new insights from molecular dynamics.
The dynamics of HIV-1 protease (HIV-pr), a drug target for HIV infection, has been studied extensively by both computational and experimental methods. The flap dynamics of HIV-pr is considered to be more important for better ligand binding and enzymatic actions. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the drug-induced mutations can change the flap dynamics of HIV-pr affecting the binding affinity of the ligands. Therefore, detailed understanding of flap dynamics is essential for designing better inhibitors. Previous computational investigations observed significant variation in the flap opening in nanosecond time scale indicating that the dynamics is highly sensitive to the simulation protocols. To understand the sensitivity of the flap dynamics on the force field and simulation protocol, molecular dynamics simulations of HIV-pr have been performed with two different AMBER force fields, ff99 and ff02. Two different trajectories (20 ns each) were obtained using the ff99 and ff02 force field. The results showed polarizable force field (ff02) make the flap tighter than the nonpolarizable force field (ff99). Some polar interactions and hydrogen bonds involving flap residues were found to be stronger with ff02 force field. The formation of interchain hydrophobic cluster (between flap tip of one chain and active site wall of another chain) was found to be dominant in the semi-open structures obtained from the simulations irrespective of the force field. It is proposed that an inhibitor, which will promote this interchain hydrophobic clustering, may make the flaps more rigid, and presumably the effect of mutation would be small on ligand binding.